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OUR SHARED VISION  
 

Every child at St Thomas of Canterbury is 

special and will achieve their full 

potential academically, socially, 

spiritually and emotionally through the 

provision of a loving community and rich 

and varied learning opportunities and the 

highest quality teaching and learning. 
 

 

Every staff member at St Thomas of 

Canterbury will feel valued and enabled 

to provide the opportunities that we want 

for our children and to do so as part of a 

loving community which has the highest 

expectations of and for all. 
 

Every Governor at St Thomas of 

Canterbury will feel valued and enabled 

to act as a critical friend to the School and 

to be accountable for the School’s 

strategy.  They will play a visible role 

supporting all children, their parents and 

staff at School and in the 

wider community, to provide the best 

environment possible for learning and 

spiritual growth. 

 

OUR MISSION STATEMENT 
God’s love is at the heart of our Catholic School family. 

We show this in our respect, kindness and love for others and by treating 

other people as we wish to be treated ourselves. 

We will encourage everyone to be the best that we can be. 

 

OUR SCHOOL AIMS 
 

To guide our children to grow in the love of God 

and build relationships that will enable them to 

make a positive contribution to the school and 

society. 

  

To develop an exciting, challenging and creative 

curriculum that produces confident and successful 

learners who are the best that they can be. 

  

To develop high quality learning that enables every 

child to flourish, to discover their talents and be 

lifelong learners. 

  

To establish a teaching and learning environment 

that encourages everyone to enjoy, to achieve, to 

be inclusive, to be healthy, and to stay safe. 

  

To nurture a strong partnership between home 

and school. 

  

To have respect and understanding for our school, 

our community and our world, helping our 

children to become responsible citizens and good 

role models. 

 

What we are about… 



Learning in Year 1 

 
A warm welcome back to Year 1.  We hope you had a happy Christmas and are looking forward 
to the New Year. 
 
This term’s connectors 
 
Our Connectors, through which most of our learning will take place, are ‘Toy School’ and 
‘Journeys around the world’. 
 
Special Events 
 
Thursday 17th January  –  Year One Prayer Service 
Tuesday 22nd January   –  St. Stephen to Guildford Museum 
Wednesday 23rd January  –  St. David to Guildford Museum 
Wednesday 23rd January        -           Phonics Screening Information meeting (9am) 
Thursday, 7th March  -  St. Stephen’s Assembly  
 
Main Aim and Key Skills 
 
The main aim of this term is to make a positive contribution to our learning by trying and 
improving our work and having a positive attitude.   
 
Homework 
 
In Year 1, the children will continue to get weekly Spelling homework and fortnightly Maths 
homework. Children are also expected to read for 5 to 10 minutes every day.  This will be 
monitored by the class teacher.   
 
Challenge 
 
At the end of this term the children will undertake another challenge to practise the skills that 
they have learnt during the term. 
 
Contact 
 
1D St. David  Miss N Davis missdavis@st-thomas.surrey.sch.uk 
1S St. Stephen  Mrs E Sharpe mrssharpe@st-thomas.surrey.sch.uk 
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A St Thomas’ Learner makes S=P+A+C+E for 
their learning 

We believe that St Thomas’ Learners can achieve Success through Perseverance 

together with a really positive Attitude, confidence and, of course, effort.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

NEVER GIVES UP 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 



 

At St Thomas of Canterbury we promote high expectations with the children by encouraging them to make 

S=P+A+C+E for their learning, to have a growth mindset and a can do attitude. We discuss with the 
children the importance of working outside their comfort zone and in their challenge zone 

 
 
Concepts we try to foster 

 That it is ok to make mistakes and that we learn from them. 

 If we get 100% in a task, are we really learning/pushing ourselves? 

 We only learn when we challenge ourselves. 

Research shows these attitudes help children to become resilient and lifelong learners.  



 

Special People 
Meals 
Change 
Discrete … 
Talk about people who do special jobs at Mass 
Know that Jesus is the special person for the Parish family 
To appreciate the Gospel stories of Jesus at Mass 
To know the story of the Last Supper 
To know other parts of the Mass, offertory and Holy 
Communion 
To learn the family prayer of the Church ‘Our Father’ 
To know what happens during the special events during 
Lent 

Fiction – retelling fairy stories in sequence  
Planning stories – The Snow Queen 
Finding key features of stories 
Continue to use adjectives, connectives and time words 
Non-fiction writing about structure of plants 
Report writing about Victorian playroom 
Wring labels for role play toy shop and museum 
Discrete … 

Ask relevant questions to extend their understanding and 
knowledge 
Develop pleasure in reading 
To appreciate rhymes 
Continue to practise joined up cursive writing 
Read aloud their writing clearly enough to be heard by others 
Begin to punctuate sentences with question and exclamation 
marks 
Use capital letters for names of people, places, days of the 
week and the personal pronoun I. 
Re-read books to build up fluency and confidence 

Recognise the place value of each digit in a 2 and 3-digit 
number. 
Recognise place value in numbers up to 40. 
Recognise numbers in words and figures 
Solve one step problems finding a missing number using 
addition and subtraction 
Recognise, find and name a half as one of two equal parts 
of an object 
Compare, describe and solve time problems 
Recognise and know the value of different coins and notes 
Know time is in hours, minutes and seconds 
Knows months of the year and tell the time to the hour and 
half past the hour 
Describe position and direction of movement 
Discrete … 
Count on and back in 2’s, 5’s and 10’s. 
Read and write numbers from 1 to 40 in numerals and 
words. 
Order the days of the week, months of the year 
Know how to solve a missing number problem 
To observe the hands on a clock 

Identify similarities and differences in different periods. 
Use questions to show our understanding of key features 
and events. 
To investigate the history of bears and create a timeline 
To role play the life of a Victorian school child 
Discrete … 
Sequence on a timeline and caption 
Identify similarities and differences between periods.  
Use historical vocabulary to ask and answer questions and 
to further our research 
Discuss significant events from the past and present 

CONNECTORs 
 

 

 
 

Name and locate the world’s seven continents and five 
oceans 
To compare the physical and human features of a hot and 
cold area of the world 
To practise our map skills 
Make a map using simple compass directions and 
directional language 
Discrete … 
Use world maps and atlases to identify continents and 
oceans of the world 
Use basic geographical vocabulary to contrast weather 
conditions 

Design and make a functional moving toy  
Develop, model and communicate ideas 
Select from and use a range of tools and materials 

Observe seasonal change for Winter and Spring 
Observe and describe weather in Winter and Spring 
Identify and name a variety of common wild and garden 



Evaluate work against design ideas 
Adapt and improve our moving toy 
Design, select ingredients and use a range of tools to make 
Victorian food 
Sewing their initial onto hessian 
Discrete … 
Design a product for functional use. 
Follow a recipe to make food to eat 

plants 
Identify and describe the basic structure of plants 
Discrete … 
Identify and label parts of plants 
Experiment and explain what they are used for 
Record changes in the seasons. 

To continue to understand and use algorithms to create 
programmes 
Understand, create and debug simple programmes 
Use technology safely 
Recognise wider uses of computers 
To use the internet to research the history of bears 
To use Word to type a description of a toy 
Discrete … 
Create and debug simple programmes 
Use the internet purposefully and safely 
To use Word to type a description. 
Understand what algorithms are. 

Use a range of materials creatively 
Use a variety of techniques to develop and share ideas 
Understand the importance of size and proportion 
Understand how to mix paints to create new shades and 
colour effectively 
Develop a range of techniques when using pattern and 
texture. 
Appreciate the work of other artists. 
Discrete … 
Understand how different colours are appropriate for 
different purposes 
Know and express an opinion on a great artist and artwork. 

French traditions and celebrations: Epiphany and St 
Valentine (compare with English, find 
similarities/differences) 
Shapes/ sizes 
Vegetables 
Days of the week. 

 

Musicianship: 
More complex beat-keeping (multiple actions and trotting). 
Call and response.  
Pitch matching skills with actions.  
Keep the beat during a rest.  
Visual representation of the rhythm –dividing the beat - 
heartbeats. Body percussion.   
Improvising different actions for rests.  
Drawing shape of melodic contour.  
Use of thinking voice. Solo and part singing. 
Identifying odd one out rhythms. Rhythm echo game. 
Discrete … 
Listening to recorded music and each other 
Opportunities for individuals to lead singing 
Recognising known songs that are hummed 
Singing songs at different pitches 
Performing songs from around the world using singing and 
thinking voices 

Learn how rules help them and how to follow rules at home 
and at school. 
Following the learning charter 
Money Matters 
Discrete … 
Learn about what makes a healthy lifestyle 
Explore rituals celebrated in church 
Explore the expression of love and care in the family 

To use songs and rhymes to inspire individual and group 
dances 
To master basic movements to develop balance, agility and 
coordination. 
Discrete… 
Learn a Victorian dance focussing on partner work. 
Learn short dances that include some based on different 
times and cultures. 

 



 


